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ABSTRACT: When performing land reclamation works by dredging and hydraulic fill placement, compaction of the
granular fill is required. This can be necessary for different reasons such as bearing capacity improvement, settlement
reduction, increase of (relative) density, increase of friction angle and/or liquefaction mitigation. When performing the
liquefaction assessment based on the CPT according to the ‘simplified’ methods, often the Material Behavior Index IC is
used to estimate the fines content and apply a correction for the fines.
In this paper two case studies are discussed related to projects in the Middle East where the sand has a high carbonates
content and compaction was performed by means of two commonly used techniques: Vibroflotation and Dynamic
Compaction. Based on pre- and post-compaction CPT results performed for the quality control, the change in IC is studied. This change becomes more clear as the compaction level becomes higher. Also, IC derived from pre- and postcompaction CPT's is compared to the fines content derived from laboratory test results on in situ samples.
The results are discussed, and reliability, consequences and possible influence parameters are highlighted. Special attention is paid to the use of a ‘Shell Correction Factor’ to take into account the effect of crushing of the carbonate material
in CPT cone resistance.
Keywords: compaction; material behavior index; CPT, liquefaction assessment; calcareous sand

1. Introduction
When performing large land reclamation works by
means of dredging, the fill material is placed hydraulically and the relative density of the installed fill material will depend on several factors such as the equipment used, the material characteristics and placement
above or below the water table [1]. Depending on the
technical requirements that apply to the fill material,
compaction of the granular fill often is required. This
can be necessary for different reasons such as bearing
capacity improvement, settlement reduction, increase of
(relative) density, increase of friction angle and/or liquefaction mitigation. In this paper we will mainly focus on
the liquefaction assessment.
When performing the liquefaction assessment based
on the CPT according to the NCEER method [2] or according to Boulanger et al [3], the Material Behavior
Index IC is one of the approaches to estimate the fines
content. A correction for the fines as developed by Robertson and Wride [4] is suggested in [2]; in [3] the calculation of the fines content based on IC is discussed as
the correction is applied in terms of a correction to the
normalized qc-value. Goal is in both cases to find a
‘clean sand’-cone resistance. As this can be automated
based on the CPT result, this approach is very popular.
In this paper two case studies are discussed related to
projects in the Middle East where the sand has a high
carbonates content (up to 100%) and compaction was
performed by means of two commonly used techniques:
Vibroflotation and Dynamic Compaction.
One of the issues with calcareous sand is that the material exhibits local crushing during compaction and
during penetration with the CPT cone [5][6][7]. The

measured CPT value is often corrected with a ‘Shell
Correction Factor’ (SCF) [7][8][9] in order to obtain an
equivalent ‘silica sand’-cone resistance. In these projects, the calculation of the IC and the liquefaction assessment is based on this corrected qc-value. While the
correctness of such approach might be a topic of discussion, it is standard practice and further analysis will focus on IC calculated this way, however, using different
values for the SCF.
Based on pre- and post-compaction CPT results performed for the quality control, the change in IC is studied. Also, IC derived from pre- and post-compaction
CPT's is compared to the real fines content derived from
sieving analysis performed on borehole samples.

2. Material Behavior Index
The soil classification system based on Soil Behavior
Type (SBT) and the Material Behavior Index IC being
used for liquefaction analysis has been suggested by
Robertson [10]. In the past years, further refining has
been done and updates on the SBT-classification have
been published [11] and [12].
IC is calculated from the CPT according to following
formula’s [10]:
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Where the dimensionless normalized CPT cone resistance Q and normalized friction ratio F are calculated
by following relations:
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Whereby:
C
1. 𝜎 : Total veertical stress at time of CPT
teesting
2. 𝜎
𝜎′ : Effectivee vertical stresss at time of CPT
C
teesting
3. 𝑞
𝑆𝐶𝐹
𝑞
4. 𝑞 : Cone resistance corrrected for pore
p
ppressure effectts
5. f : Sleeve fricttion
6. 𝑝 : Atmospherric pressure
7. 𝑛
𝑛: stress expoonent; varies with IC, Eq. (4)
aand thus needss to be definedd iteratively
𝑛
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IC is moree and more ussed in daily prractice for anaalysis of CPT’s.. Automatic so
oil classificatiion is often baased
on IC (Fig. 11), but also foor many correelations, the IC is
the parameteer used in coorrelations: fines content (see
(
further), soiil stiffness, state param
meter, undraiined
strength and liquefaction assessment
a
(seee further).

Tyypically, the susceptibility
s
to the liqueffaction is ex-preessed in a facttor of safety which
w
is defineed as the ratioo
of cyclic resistaance ratio and
d cyclic stresss ratio. If thee
facctor is below a threshold value,
v
liquefacction is pronee
to occur when thhe design eartthquake strikees and it is ad-c
off
vissed to foresee mitigation meeasures, e.g. compaction
thee soil.
d reclamationn projects, typpically the cy-For large land
clicc resistance raatio is estimatted based on iin-situ testingg
succh as CPT. Th
he advantage of using CPT
T for estimat-ingg the cyclic reesistance ratioo is versatile: fast, repeata-blee, economical, continuous data,
d
etc. Afteer performingg
thee test, a fines correction facctor needs to be applied too
callculate the cycclic resistancee ratio. Often, the soil mate-rial behavior index IC is useed to correct the
t cyclic re-sisttance ratio fo
or grain charracteristics byy a factor KC
(Eqq. (5)).
Whhen IC ≤ 1.64: KC = 1;
Whhen IC > 1.64:
KC = -0.403 IC4+5.581
+
IC3–21.63 IC2+33.75 IC-17.88 (5)
When IC chan
nges, KC will change as weell; a larger IC
leaads also to a laarger fines corrrection factorr KC. As illus-tratted in Fig. 2, a limited channge of the valuue of IC in thee
rannge of 1.6 to 2.6 may lead to an important change inn
KC. When IC > 2.6, the corrrection becom
mes useless ass
this soil type is considered
c
as non-liquefiabble.

Figgure 2. Grain chaaracteristic correcction to obtain cleean sand equivalent penetrration resistance in
i sandy soil (from [4]).

4. Shell Correection Factoor
As mentioned
d in the introdduction, the SCF is used too
derrive an equiv
valent cone resistance thhat would bee
fouund in silica sand
s
with thee same relative density andd
streess level (Eq. (6)).
𝑆𝐶
𝐶𝐹
Figure 1.. Soil Behavior Type
T
and Soil Behhavior Index IC
(from [11] – ISBBT = IC; boundary
y values given in the
t figure and do not
coincide exacttly with the origin
nal boundaries off soil classification).

3. Liquefacction assesssment
During eaarthquakes loo
ose packed grranular soils can
be sensitive ffor liquefactioon. The conceppt of liquefacttion
is been studiied for many years
y
by diffeerent research
hers.

,
,

(6)

The SCF haas been discussed in muultiple paperss
already, see amo
ong others [7]][8][9]. Wehr [8] has givenn
a fformula for the
t SCF baseed on the relaative density..
Meengé et al [7] have analysed
d calibration cchamber testss
andd came to thhe conclusion
n that the SCF
S
must bee
funnction of the relative density and verttical effectivee
streess (Fig. 3).
In the abovee discussion on SCF, thhe carbonatess
conntent is a missing
m
param
meter. In the Middle East,,

normally carrbonates conteent (CaCO3 weeight percentaage)
is very highh: between 800% and 100%
%. However, the
effect of crrushing startss already at lower levels of
carbonates aand Mayne [99] has foundd that this efffect
becomes impportant for a relative densiity > 30% and
d is
rather indepeendent of carrbonates conttent in the raange
42% < CaCO
O3 < 98%.
An equation to calculatte the SCF waas developpedd by
7).
the authors too fit the curvees given in Figg. 3, see Eq. (7
𝑆𝐶𝐹
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t relative density
d
in % . As indicatted,
With 𝐷𝑟 the
the SCF sho
ould be minim
mally 1 and for low relattive
densities an
nd low stresses this criterrion will goveern.
Such behaviior was also discussed
d
by Mayne in 9 .

Based on thee CPT data of 2 large landd reclamationn
proojects in the Middle
M
East, the change inn material be-havvior index as a result of thhe compactionn process andd
as the result of th
he selection of
o the SCF is studied.
s

5.11. Project A
Project A is a reclamation
n project in Duubai which iss
reaalized by dred
dging and hy
ydraulic fillingg. Material iss
dreedged in a borrow
b
area and placed by pumpingg
thrrough land pippelines in a reeclamation areea. The mate-rial to constructt the reclamattion must fulfill followingg
conntractual specifications:
1. Perccentage of partticles smaller than 200mm::
miniimum 90%
2. Perccentage passiing 63 µm sieve: 10%
%
maximum
% maximum
3. Liquuid limit: 30%
4. Plastticity index: 6%
6 maximum
r
e particle sizee distributionss
In Figure 4 representative
(PS
SD’s) are givven for the Project
P
A. Thhe carbonatess
conntent of this material
m
variedd between 80%
% and 95%. A
reppresentative prre and post coompaction CPT is shown inn
Figgure 5. The average dep
pth to be com
mpacted wass
varriable up to thhe original seaabed varying from
f
a few m
up to 15m.

Figure 3. SCF in
i function of verrtical effective strress and relative dend
sity (from
(
[7]).

a
of a SCF is a to
opic
In many pprojects, the application
of discussionn between thhe employers’ consultant and
contractor. S
Sometimes thee use of a SCF
F is not allow
wed,
thus complettely denying the
t crushing effect;
e
sometim
mes
the crushingg is recogniseed, but the SC
CF is fixed at
a a
value of 1.3 or 1.5, independent of com
mpaction leveel or
stress state. It goes withoout saying thaat such approoach
represents laarge problems for the (sooil improvemeent)
contrator beecause indireectly this leads to higgher
compaction levels to bee reached. Thhe executionn of
calibration chamber tessts to definne the mateerial
ween qc and 𝐷𝑟
𝐷 would be the
dependent coorrelation betw
best approacch; however practical
p
and time constraaints
often lead to above concluusions.
he case studiies below, th
hree
In the annalysis of th
different appproaches will be
b followed foor the calculattion
of the IC: SC
CF = 1; SCF = 1.3 and SCF
F derived by Eq.
(7).

5. Case stuudies
The soil grain
g
characteeristics are inhherent to the mam
terial and doo not changee by the com
mpaction process.
Although thiis is not fully correct for callcareous mateerial
in which locaally crushing may occur duue to the comp
paction process.
In generall, the above sttatement wouuld imply that the
soil material behavior index should rem
main constant bew
case, coould
fore and afteer compactionn, or in the worst
become largeer (finer materrial due to cruushing).

Figure 4. Particcle Size Distributtion for the sand at
a Project A.

Figure 5. Represenntative pre and poost compaction CP
PT at Project A,
without SCF.

After placinng the mateerial, vibroflootation in a
triaangular grid is foreseen to densify the material
m
to thee
reqquired relativve density. Th
he quality coontrol of thee
vibbroflotation iss done by meaans of Borehooles with SPT
T
(prre and post compaction)
c
and CPT’s (pre
(
and postt
com
mpaction).
T’s are perform
med in such a way that thee
The post-CPT
hetterogenity of the compaction process is covered. Forr
this project CPT
T’s were perfoormed at the ceentroid and att

the one thirdd distance bettween 2 comppaction pointss, as
indicated in Figure 6. Thee optimal startting grid spaccing
between the compaction point
p
is determ
mined based on
o a
trial area. D
During executtion of the project,
p
the grid
g
spacing can bbe adjusted in
n line with the variability off the
soil conditioons. In generral the grid spacing for this
projects was varying betw
ween 3.8m and 4.4m.

Figgure 6. Quality process
p
by means of CPT.

5.2. Projecct B
Project B is a land reclamation projeect in Oman. It
I is
w
also a hydraaulic fill projeect, however a stockpile was
made in the rreclamation arrea some yearrs before the final
fi
reclamation w
works and paart of the material was pushed
in place by ddry earth movvement, leading to even more
m
loose soil staate. The particle size distribuution is shown
n in
Figure 7. Froom this figuree it is clear thhat the fines conc
tent of this ssand is in general higher thhan the sand used
u
for project A
A. The carbonaates content is varying stro
ongly between 15% and 60%.

Figu
ure 7. Particle sizee distribution for Project B.

Because oof the higher fines content and the depth
h to
be compacted (maximally down to 10m
m below final surs
face), dynam
mic compaction
n was consideered the most appropriate techhnique. Workks are perform
med to densify the
material intoo the requiredd stress state. The quality conc
trol is basedd on CPT’s (ppre and post).. The location
n of
testing is takken approxim
mate between compaction impact points after backfillin
ng with surfacee compaction..
S
As the caarbonates conttent is varyinng a lot, no SCF
was applied,, although this would havee been applicaable
for some locaations and deppth intervals.

6. Results
6.11. Working method
After calculatting the soil behavior
b
index, an averagee
IC iis calculated over
o
the relevant compactedd depth of thee
CP
PT. After calcculating the av
verage value a comparisonn
is made betweeen the averagee IC coming from pre andd
posst compactionn CPT’s. Thee distance bettween the pree
andd post compaction CPT’ss is choosen as small ass
posssible.
med based onn
Several calcuulations have been perform
thee available CP
PT’s:
1. Usinng the three mentioned
m
appproaches forr
SCF
F: 1, 1.3 and acccording to Eqq. (7);
2. Averrage IC overr the full coompacted filll
deptth;
3. Averrage IC over following deepth intervalss
from
m the top: 0-2m
m; 0-4m, 0-6m, 0-8m, fulll
deptth.
In order to present
p
the diifference betw
ween pre andd
posst compaction
n CPT’s, the difference
d
pre minus post IC
is used:
u
IC. A positive
p
valuee means the poost IC is lowerr
andd thus represeents a ‘coarserr’ soil.

6.22. Project A
The dataset used
u
in the an
nalyses containns 371 CPT’ss
perrformed beforre compactionn, 371 CPT peerformed afterr
com
mpaction in thhe center poinnt (denominateed with c) andd
371 CPT’s performed
p
a the onee-third pointt
at
(deenominated t)..
The results of
o the calculations are suummarized inn
folllowing figurees. Figure 8 to
t Figure 10 illustrate thee
shiift in SBT thhat occurs (baased on the average
a
valuee
oveer the full com
mpacted fill depth).
d
A first conclusion iss
thaat the averagge IC value in the pre-CP
PT always iss
higgher than the average
a
IC vallue in the postt-CPT. Due too
thee shift in the IC value, the material
m
classification shiftss
froom zone 6 (saands – clean sand
s
to silty sand)
s
towardss
zonne 7 (gravellyy sand to densse sand). Depeending on thee
SC
CF used, the shift
s
is more pronounced.
p
T
This
seems too
be most with thee SCF accordiing to Eq. (7).
The differencce in smaller IC intervals iss illustrated inn
Figgure 11 to Figgure 13. The I
 C for the cenntroid CPT iss
gennerally situateed in the rangge 0.2 to 0.4, while the IC
forr one third CPT is situated in
i the higher ranges.
r
Finally, in Figure 14 and Figure
F
15, thee difference inn
IC value is show
wn for differennt depth interrvals; the firstt
figgure for the ceenter locationn; the second figure for thee
onee-third locatioon. These figu
ures only are given for thee
SC
CF according to
t Eq. (7) as thhis is theoreticcally the mostt
corrrect approachh. At the centter location, thhe increase inn
IC value betweeen 2 and 8m
m depth is clearly moree
proonounced than
n for the one-tthird location.

Figure 8. Shifft in SBT (SCF=11).

Figure 13. Diffference in IC witth SCF accordingg to Eq. (7).

Figure 9. Shiftt in SBT (SCF=1.3).

Figgure 14. Change in IC with depth interval for loc. c (SCF=Eq. (7)).

Figure 10. Shift in SBT (SCF=Eqq.(7))

F
Figure 11. Difference in IC with SCF=1.

Figure 15. Changee in IC with depth interval for loc. t (SCF=Eq. (7)).

Fiigure 12. Differeence in IC with SC
CF=1.3.

Analysing thee above figurres learns thatt a clear shiftt
occcurs in IC value due to vib
bratory compaaction. In factt
onee can expect that,
t
dependin
ng on the com
mpaction effortt
andd the relative density achieeved, the IC vaalue seems too
beccome smallerr. There is an
n influence off the locationn
whhere the test is performed (cc or t).
As illustrated
d in Figure 166 (after [13]), further awayy
froom the com
mpaction poin
nt the achieeved densityy

decreases, soo the effect off the compactioon is less and the
shift is less ppronounced. However,
H
alsoo other effects are
influencing the
t results, succh as the seleccted SCF and the
spread with depth of the compaction effort,
e
away frrom
the compactiion point.
Rather unnfortunate butt unavoidablee, the use of the
SCF has an influence
i
whicch is not relateed to the soil, but
pure mathem
matical. Thee use of a SCF based on
calibration cchamber testss ([7] and Eqq. (7)) seemss to
cause the larrgest shift whiich leads to an apparent low
wer
fines contentt. This bringss to discussion the use of Eq.
(5) which leaads to a lower correction facctor and thus to a
lower factor of safety agaiinst liquefactioon.

Figure 17. Com
mparison between
n fines content annd BH data.

mparisons hav
ve been madde by otherss
Similar com
andd are summaarized and commented
c
i [3]. Largee
in
scaatter is also found in thhese studies (Figure 18))
andd local calib
bration is sugggested. Aboove findingss
shoow that local calibbration mayy not bee
strraightforwardd and large diviations frrom the bestt
fit curve need to be allow
wed. For thiss reason, thee
finnes contents defined thouugh IC is alsso called thee
‘appparent’ finees content byy Robertson and
a can only
y
rouughly be estiimated from IC.

Figure 16. Iddealised response of granular soils to vibration ([13]]).

Apart from
m CPT’s alsoo borehole witth SPT testing
g is
performed att Project A. Borehole’s
B
arre performed before and after compaction. During thee borehole caampaign sampliing is perform
med by meanss of the SPT split
s
spoon sampller. The soil retrieved byy the split spoon
sampler is suubjected to so
oil classificatiion testing. Frrom
the soil idenntification tessting the finees content (m
mass
smaller thann 63µm) is deetermined. Thhe CPT whichh is
situated in thhe same area is studied andd the IC is deetermined in thee same depth interval of thhe borehole saample. The dataa gained from
m pre- and poost-compaction
n is
kept separateed in order to avoid differeences due to posp
sible crushinng during comp
paction:
Pre BH data iss compared wiith pre CPT daata
1. P
2. P
Post BH data is comparedd with post CPT
C
ddata
The resullts of the coomparison is summarizedd in
Figure 17, w
with IC and SC
CF calculated based on Eq. (1)
and (7). On the
t figure thee correlation suggested by [14]
[
is added. Froom the figure it can be conncluded that laarge
scatter occurrs in the relatio
on IC-fines content and for this
site, the giveen correlation
n is not appliicable; at leasst a
vertical shift would be neeeded.

Figure 18. Coorrelations betweeen fines content and
a IC ([3]).

6.33. Project B
At the projecct site, 34 pree and 34 posst compactionn
CP
PT’s were performed. The soil
s classificaation based onn
thee soil behavio
or type for thee pre and posst compactionn
CP
PT’s is given in Figure 19,, Figure 20 annd Figure 21..
Baased on the pre-compacttion CPT’s most of thee
maaterial is situatted in Zone 5 (sand mixturees – silty sandd
to sandy silt), however
h
baseed on the posst-compactionn
PT’s most of the
t material iss situated in Zone
Z
6 (sandss
CP
– clean
c
sand to
o silty sand). This becomiing more andd
moore pronounceed with increassing SCF.

Figure 19. Claassification of thee material based on
o soil behavior tyype
with
h SCF = 1.

Figurre 22. Difference in IC with SCF = 1.

Figuree 23. Difference in IC with SCF = 1.3.
Figure 20. Claassification of thee material based on
o soil behavior tyype
with SCF = 1.3.

Figure 24.
2 Difference in IC with SCF = Eqq. (7).
Figure 21. Claassification of thee material based on
o soil behavior tyype
with SC
CF = Eq. (7).

c
s of
The folloowing figurees give the comparisons
shift in IC vvalue between pre and post CPT’s for
the full com
mpacted depthh (Figure 222, Figure 23 and
a
Figure 24) and for thhe defined ddepth intervvals
(Figure 25,, Figure 26 and Figure 27). For eaach
comparisonn, the three approached
a
inn terms of SCF
S
was workedd out. Again
n, the largerr the SCF, the
larger the shhift in IC.
From thee figures it can
c clearly be
b seen that the
largest shift
ft is found inn the top meters
m
while the
shift becom
mes less withh larger deptths; thus whhere
the compacction energy is the largeest, the highhest
shift in IC vaalue is obtain
ned.

Figure 25. Change in IC with depth (SCF
F=1).

Figu
ure 26. Change inn IC with depth (S
SCF=1.3).

Figure 27. Change in IC with depth (SC
CF=Eq. (7)).

7. Discussiion
Research on change in
n IC due to compaction was
w
i is
done by otheers already, foor silica sand.. In ref. [15] it
mentioned thhat after com
mpaction the in-situ
i
horizonntal
effective streess increases, meaning highher K0. A higgher
K0 will have an influence on the qc witth as a furtherr result that the IC is reduced. In general, thhe IC between pre
and post com
mpaction CPT
T’s changed by
b about a facctor
0.3 as reportted in [15]. These
T
findings were basedd on
data retrieveed from a prroject were vibro-replacem
v
ment
was used as gground improvvement.
Based on the data of Project
P
A, it can
c be concluuded
that a clear shift IC is prresent in the tested carbonnate
sands here, ssuggesting a lower fines content compaared
to the pre com
mpaction CPT
T’s. This cannnot be true as one
would at leasst expect a sim
milar to a highher (due to cru
ushing) fines coontent in calcaareous sands. The shift is geng
erally larger than 0.3 and depends on thhe SCF used and

on the location the
t CPT is peerformed in thhe compactionn
griid.
When analyzzing Figure 14 and Figuree 15 more inn
dettail in this resspect, the CPT
T quality conntrol points inn
thee center seem to give a mu
uch larger shiift than 0.3 inn
thee depth intervaals between 2 and 8m while for the CPT
T
QC
C points at thhe one-third location
l
the shift
s
is muchh
moore evenly spread with deptth.
P
B alsoo shows a genneral trend off
The data of Project
deccrease in the average
a
IC beetween pre andd post qualityy
conntrol CPT‘s. Based on diffferent scenarrios analysed,,
onee could concclude that an average shifft in IC-valuee
callculated over the full comppacted heightt of about 0.33
occcurs. When loooking into thee effect of com
mpaction withh
deppth, the top deepth intervalss clearly show
w higher shiftss
thaan the deeperr intervals. Th
he use of diffferent SCF‘ss
herre – although maybe not allways applicabble due to thee
large scatter in carbonates
c
conntent – seemss to aplify thiss
efffect.
These consid
derations needd to be seen inn terms of ef-fecct on the liqueefaction assesssment. A low
wer fines con-tennt means a sm
maller correctioon factor for fines
f
and thuss
a more
m
conservaative analysis. In [15] it iss suggested too
asssess the liqueffaction based on the pre-coompaction ap-parrent fines conntent. This is done by corrrecting al ICvallues with a value of 0.3, being
b
the averrage shift de-finned between prre and post co
ompaction CPT
T’s.
While a diffe
ferent formulaa should be ddeveloped forr
thee IC, taking intto account thee higher horizzontal stressess
after compaction (this phenoomenon also causes prob-ms with correcct IC definitio
on in naturallyy overconsoli-lem
datted soils), thee use of pre compaction
c
a
apparent
finess
conntent defined via IC is reccommended. However,
H
thee
callculation of a unique differrence in IC seeems to be dif-ficuult dependingg on the grounnd improvem
ment techniquee
useed and the loccation of the CPT
C QC poinnt in the com-pacction grid. A correct
c
practiccal approach does
d
not existt
at this
t point. A correction
c
of IC, based on ann average IC
deffined per soil layer, depth interval
i
and loocation of thee
CP
PT in the com
mpaction grid,, derived from
m comparisonn
of pairs of pre and
a post comp
paction CPT’ss seems to bee
thee best approacch. This IC shhould be usedd with the cor-reccted cone resiistance (by means
m
of a SC
CF) form thee
posst compaction
n CPT’s.
With regard to
t the SCF, itt has been shhown that thiss
facctor also may have an impo
ortant effect on
o the shift inn
IC value. When no site speciffic calibrationn can be donee
by means of caliibration cham
mber tests, the use
u of Eq. (7))
s
as it
i has been demonstrated byy different re-is suggested
seaarches that theere is an impo
ortant effect of
o crushing onn
thee measured coone resistance.. This effect bbecomes moree
proonounced at higher relative densities and stress states.

8. Conclusionns
Data obtained
d from 2 largee hydraulic reeclamations iss
proocessed and analyzed.
a
The material usedd to constructt
thee reclamationss can be classsified as calccareous sand,,
how
wever the matterial used at construction site
s of Projectt
B has
h a higher fines content and somewhhat lower car-bonnates content compared to Project
P
A. Duue to the high-er fines contentt at project B, compaction works basedd
on vibroflotationn was only po
ossible at Projeect A. At Pro--

ject B it was decided to compact the reclamation material by dynamic compaction method.
Based on the average soil behavior index calculated
on the data for both projects, it can be concluded that
there is a shift between pre and post compaction data.
There is also a difference between the average soil behavior index calculated for the post CPT’s. Comparing
centroid and one third CPT, shows that the soil behavior
for the one third post CPT in general is lower than the
soil behavior index for the post centroid CPT. Further, a
difference depending on depth intervals has also been
demonstrated. It seems that the difference in soil behavior type is the largest, where the largest compaction energy is applied.
This finding is further amplified when a SCF is used
to take into account the crushing effects in calcareous
sands. In this paper, it is suggested to use a SCF derived
from calibration chamber testing as the use of a fixed
SCF is not in accordance of the findings from earlier research and this might influence the IC-value found.
Thus, not only making the assessment of relative density erroneous, but also the estimation of apparent fines
content.
The effect on the calculation of IC and possible magnitude of the shift is discussed. While this shift would
suggest ‘coarser’ material, this is not physically possible
and the influence of this on further use of IC needs to get
the right attention. Especially when IC is used to calculate a fines content correction in the liquefaction assessment according to the commonly used ‘simplified’
methods. Although the error made seems to be at the
‘conservative’, safe side, this does not lead to an economical design and should be clearly recognized by all
parties involved.
The use of a correction based on comparison of the
pre and post compaction IC’s is recommended.
Comparing borehole data and soil behavior index, it
can be concluded that deriving the (apparent) fines content from the soil behavior index indicates large scatter.
Quality control to define the ‘fines content’ (percent
passing the 63 micron sieve) based on the IC is not recommended.
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